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In a usual plane SOM, a dataset is represented on a 2dimensional plane. In the spherical surface SOM, the
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3 Spherical surface SOM

A dataset is presented to the competition layer of the
map and then trained. A distance is computed from the
sample position on the map and in this way the
classification is obtained. A normal plane SOM map has
edges and corners. Therefore, when the numbers of
nearest-neighbor nodes on the edges and corners are
compared to those at the center, we see that the former are
smaller compared with the latter. In a clustering task,
large errors can be generated by such distortions.
Spherical SOM doesn’t have such distortions, and is more
suited for such cluster analysis. The details of the
spherical surface SOM are explained in [4].
The following is the basic analysis procedure for the
spherical SOM.
1. Dataset (e.g., Table 1) is to be presented to the
learning algorithm of the spherical SOM. As a result,
the spherical surface (with radius 1) map onto which a
sample can be projected is initially created. When the
high dimensional dataset is entered, a distortion is
caused by the projection onto a lower-dimensional map.
The distance among the samples in case the mapping
doesn't agree with the value that was represented on the
spherical surface causes distortion. Therefore, U-matrix
method [1, 5] is used and a Euclidean distance among
the nodes is expressed in the gray scale form. In case of
mapping, the dark part means a wall and the white part
means a valley as shown in Fig. 1(a).
2. Fig. 1(b) is a transformed distance mapping
(Glyph) of Fig. 1(a). As a result, part of the wall and the
valley are emphasized such that the three-dimensional
mapping which emphasized a wall for the darkest part
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Let us consider the dataset in Table 1 [2], which is a
well-known example as a cluster analysis problem in a
plane SOM. The relationship amongst the animal labels in
Table 1 cannot be understood correctly by looking at the
Table. Spherical SOM on the other hand displays the
dataset such that the phase relationship can clearly be
applied [3,4]. The user can express a phase relationship
among the data on the spherical surface. Dendrodram is
another form of data analysis. It samples the dataset and
checks whether the sampled data can be grouped to
similar dendrogram or not. Similar data are paired up and
expressed as a new group. Further, all similar paired-up
groups are then expressed as a larger group.
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2 Cluster analysis

4 Cluster analysis using
spherical surface SOM

●

The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is one of the
artificial neural network algorithms that were invented by
Kohonen [1,2]. The SOM visualizes multi-dimensional
data into two dimensions, and is widely known as a
technique for data-mining, classification, and prediction
in engineering, the social sciences, and so on.
Here, a new data analysis technique based on the
SOM is proposed. The technique can visualize a multidimensional dataset on a spherical diagram and perform
classification in three dimensions space.
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1 Introduction

nodes are arranged on a competitive layer that makes the
spherical surface [4]. For example, let us take the data of
Table 1. If a spherical surface SOM is used, the data can
be represented on the spherical surface as shown in Fig.
1(a). In the figure, only one hemisphere of the spherical
surface can be seen. The black nodes show the image of
the sample and the character string on the side means the
name of the sample. The other hemisphere is hidden to
the viewer. Like in plane SOM, we have grey shades with
dark patches indicating a wall, or break or far distance
between the animals. Bright parts show a valley [5].

T

Abstract— This paper proposes a cluster analysis
method of benchmark data from the Fisher’s iris and the
Wine recognition datasets. As a result of the numerical
experiment, a clustering method using the dendrogram
yielded 97 % accuracy. It is difficult to display a multidimensional data by the dendrogram in one dimension.
The ultimate visualization is by means of 3 dimensional
renditions. We conclude that the best way that a multidimensional dataset is visualized is by a sphere, since the
phase relationship of all elements is continuous.
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Table 2: Glyph setting analysis values
G. Setting Darkest Brightest Sphere surface
1
1
0
Deformed-4*
0.7
1
0.3
Deformed-3
0.5
1
0.5
Deformed-2
0.2
1
0.8
Deformed-1
0
1
1
Smooth-0
* Heavily deformed
Datasets were then classified into more than three
groups each having three categories of analysis depending
on the setting (1, 0.5, 0). GAM in all the groupings
showed the best results. It can then be concluded that
GAM suits more to spherical cluster analysis than the
other methods for it expresses the phase more clearly.
Incidentally, in the flexible method, ( Beta ) value of the
free parameter is ( − 1 / 4 ≤ Beta < 0 ). Here, an oftenused value Beta = − 1 / 4 [9] was used.
Usually, in clustering, when a dendrogram is
obtained, the accuracy is judged by the fact whether the
result is convenient to explain the experimental data or
not. Considering the multi-dimensional dataset being
projected to a single dimensional dendrogram and then
being taken as conclusive is a very unstable situation that
requires a buffer to ascertain the accuracy of the results.
With spherical surface SOM, the result of the dendrogram
and the position result of an input label on the spherical
surface are compared. Referring to table 3, five mistakes
can be noted in the case of G_1 of iris.

●

The benchmark datasets used for the analysis are
hereby described: Iris dataset of Fisher [7, 8] which is
well known benchmark has a total of 150 data points
arranged in the classes of 50 data points each (setosa (50),
virginica (50) and vergicolor (50)). Each data point
consists of the length and the width of the sepal, the
length and the width of the petal, which makes it a 4dimensional dataset. Wine data that is taken from UCI
database [8]. Three kinds of wine are evaluated by the
following 13 dimensions; (A) Alcohol, B) Malic acid…
K) Hue, L) OD280/OD315 of diluted wines, and M)
Proline). Wine 1 consists of 59, wine 2, 71, wine 3, 48
data points, thus, 178 data points in total.

The effect of "Glyph Analysis Setting" was examined
using the two datasets. The analysis result shown in
Table-3 is the outcome of the classification obtained from
ordering the final stage of the dendrogram. Tabled are the
results for the grouped average, ward, flexible and
centroid methods of cluster analysis. Other three namely
median, nearest neighbor and furthest neighbor were
given less priority due to their unstable results. The
accuracy rate of group average method (GAM) seems to
be highest compared to the other methods. This is mainly
due to the mode of distance measurement where GAM
uses the 1st power of the distance to the surface of the
sphere whereas other methods use the square of the
distance (virtual distance) [9].
Glyph analysis setting values can be varied from 1 to 0.
When the setting is 1, then the darkest region is 1 and the
brightest 0. Table 2 indicates various effects of the
settings.
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5 The data analysis using the
database

6 Datasets analysis results

T

becomes radius 1 and the brightest part 0.5. This value 0.5
can be adjusted from 0 to 1. When the brightest part of the
sphere radius is equal to the darkest part (same radius 1),
the structure of the map is a sphere.
3. A thicker solid line indicates the distance of the
solitude between L and H in Fig. 2(a). Details of the
procedure are explained in the figure caption. This
procedure of computation is used even when the spherical
surface is deformed. The glyph values are analyzed
between 0-1 like that of procedure 2.
4. A dendrogram can be constructed when the
distance among the samples is computed in procedure 3,
and classification carried out. Fig. 2(b) shows the
resultant dendrogram from Fig. 1(b) with the variable
distances clearly expressed. Using Group-Average
method non-similarity between animals can clearly be
observed. The names of the animals stand uniquely in the
right. For example, it can be understood that the pigeon
and the hen pair up near the non- similarity value 0.35.
In order to use the spherical surface SOM, the
software "blossom"[6] was utilized as a tool for the steps
1-3 due to its easy-to-use features. “blossom” can express
a spherical surface in terms of a Glyph and also, in Umatrix representation of dataset in a polygonal form. The
radius of the spherical surface is originally 1. When the
U-matrix is expressed in a polygonal form, the default
values for both biggest and smallest Euclidean distances
are set as 1 and 0.5 respectively. However, using "Glyph
Analysis Setting", user can change the smallest distance
value freely from 0 to 1.
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Table 1: 16 kinds of animals and their 16 attributes [2].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 (a): The result of the analysis by a spherical surface SOM for 16 kinds of animals in Table 1.
(b): The polyhedron display which follows procedure 4.
Non-similarity

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 2 (a) As for the calculation method, the dotted line with distance from the node L to H, shows the solitude. Next,
the nodes that are near the solitude are chosen among the nodes that cut the solitude. The bisector of the chosen nodes
is pulled and is linked by the polygonal line. The distance of this thicker solid line substitutes the distance of the
solitude between L-H. (A, F are other non-related nodes). Fig. 2(b) shows the classification result obtained using
information obtained from Fig. 1(b) and the distance calculation as explained in Fig. 2(a). The details analysis is as
explained in procedures 1-4.

4

Table 3: The results for the benchmark datasets of iris and wine recognition examined with a spherical SOM. The
classification was examined from the order in the last stage of the dendrogram.
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In the example of iris, a Group-average method and
Glyph Analysis setting of 1.0 were used for the analysis. As
shown in Table 3 and Fig. 3, there were nomisclassifications in setosa; virginica had one while
virgicolor had four making a total of five over the 150 iris
stocks. Therefore, an accuracy of 97 % in the data analysis
was realized.
Next, the unknown data X_7 with a group location data
5.1, 2.8, 4.8, and 1.76 of the sepal length, sepal width, petal
length, and the petal width with each other was prepared.
After learning with Fig. 3, the X_7 label was pasted as
shown in Fig. 4. It is noted that X_7 is near gnc_7 and from
the boundary of the solid line, it can be understood that X_7
would belong to gnc (virginica) group.
Further the number of iterations was increased to 500 for
the training of spherical SOM. Data value gnc_20 and
ver_19 can vividly be seen to be separate as shown in Fig. 6.
The solid line is the boundary between the gnc group and the
ver group. The ver_23 and ver_34 can be seen to overhang
to the gnc group. If the gnc_20 can be incorporated into the
ver group as misclassification, it is possible to draw the
boundary between the gnc group and the ver group smoothly
as shown by the dotted line.
In the example of wine recognition dataset, when the
Glyph Analysis Setting was set as 1.0 using the Groupaverage method, Table 3, indicated a misclassified number
of 6. Here, two of wine_2 were misclassified as wine_1 and
four as wine_3. When a boundary was drawn like in the
previous example, these misclassified items were possible to
be admitted to the group of wine_2. Incidentally, there were
no misclassifications in the groups of wine_1 and wine_3.
This time, the optimization of Glyph Analysis Setting was
only examined with increased learning time (default learning
time of label number×50). Besides the optimization of the
learning rate factor, the neighborhood function can also be
optimized to enhance the classifications.

T

A dendrogram and a polygon (the polyhedron, the
Glyph Analysis with value 1 are shown in Fig. 3. As
seen from the dendrogram, a total of five (5)
misclassified items exist namely gnc_7 of virginica,
ver_19, 38, 23, and 34 of vergicolor. The spherical
figure in the right of Fig. 3, the polygon clutters and the
position on the surface cannot be clearly seen.
Therefore, Fig. 4 of the spherical surface is examined
where the Glyph Analysis value is reduced to 0.
The value gnc_7, which originally belonged to the
virginica group, overhangs and approaches the
vergicolor group. Then, it would be incorporated into
the ver_45, 41, 10 groups. If LVQ is used, the
boundary should clearly be drawn, as the gnc_7 would
be as the vergicolor group (refer the solid line in the
figure). Similarly ver_19, 38, 23, and 34 would be
grouped. When the Glyph Analysis setting is 0, a
spherical surface where ver_19 is positioned on the
center of the figure is shown in Fig. 5.
It clearly shows that ver_23 is very much approaching
the gnc group. Also, gnc_20 is captured by ver_19
while ver_34 approaches the gnc group too. In this
way, the number of the false classifications became 5.
Indeed, as for the gnc_20 and ver_19, the values of the
width of the sepal and the petal are almost the same
and both values of the length resembles very well from
the original database [7, 8]. If gnc_20 is misclassified
as vergicolor, ver_19, 38, 23, and 34, can be
understood to belong to ver (vergicolor) from Fig. 5.
Thus, the boundary of ver (vergicolor) and gnc
(verginica) can be distinguished from the learning
result drawn onto the spherical surface. After all, if
only gnc_20 is considered captured by vergicolor, it
can be understood that gnc_20 was misclassified. Then,
it is possible to say that the correct percentage becomes
99 %, thus 149/150.

5

Fig. 3 Spherical surface which was transformed at Glyph Analysis value 1 and the part of the dendrogram (Groupaverage method) determined from the distance calculation on the transformed surface. (The misclassified part: the
gnc_7 of virginica as ver(vergicolor) and also, ver_19, 38, 23, and 34 (vergicolor), as gnc(virginica) group.
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Fig.4 In order to see the position of the misclassified gnc_7 (the center of the surface), the Glyph Analysis value was
reduced to 0. The dendrogram in the left side is the same as the one of Fig. 3 (Glyph Analysis value 1). The boundary of
the solid line was artificially drawn. X_7 is an unconfirmed data point. From the figure, it can be found as belonging to
the gnc group.

6

Fig. 5 In order to see the misclassified positions of ver_19, 38, 23, and 34, the Glyph Analysis value was reduced to 0
and there, the ver_19 data point is in the center. If the gnc_20 misclassified the ver group, the boundary would
move between ver_23 and gnc_35 and also between ver_34 and gnc_27. The solid boundary line was artificially
drawn.

Learning iterations
500 times
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Fig. 6 Item ver_19 and gnc_20 in Fig. 5 were separated after the learning time was increased to 500 epochs. The solid
line is the boundary between ver and gnc. The dotted line is the boundary when the gnc_20 was permitted to belong
to the ver group.
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Here, the classification method using the spherical
surface SOM was proposed. With this technique, the
sample set can be visualized as a three-dimensional
figure. Also, the sample set can be expressed as the
dendrogram for classification purposes. Using the iris
dataset of Fisher [7, 8] and the wine recognition dataset of
UCI [8] as our benchmarks, the spherical surface SOM
approach was evaluated. As a result, a maximum of 97 %
correct classifications was obtained in the iris dataset as
well as for the wine recognition dataset. Also, those
misclassifications that are contained in the dendrogram
were examined minutely on the three-dimensional
spherical surface diagram where they are projected. From
the analysis, if gnc_20 is permitted to belong to ver group,
then from Fig. 5, the correct percentage becomes actually
99 %. Moreover, ver_19 and gnc_20 are distinctively
separate when the learning iterations are increased to 500
times. The correct percentage of the classification could
reach 100 % from the new solid boundary of Fig. 6. Also,
in the example of wine, the misclassified 6 labels were
corrected from the positions on the spherical surface. In
this case, the correct percentage of classification becomes
100 %.
Therefore, in conjunction with the visualization of a
spherical surface, a dendrogram can be used to give more
details as illustrated by the examples given. The proposed
approach of more effectively using the dendrogram in
conjunction with other cluster analysis methods increases
the reliability of the analysis. This differs fundamentally
from the conventional way of displaying results on the
dendrogram conclusively.
In other words, when unclassified data of iris and
wine recognition sets are examined, it is possible to judge
easily to which group they belong with the positions on
the spherical surface of the unclassified data because the
boundaries are already drawn in Figs. 4-6.
It is worth noting, that it is difficult to organize and
display multidimensional data by the dendrogram in a
single dimension. Hence, it is better to display the data in
two or even three dimensions. Ultimate visualization
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7 Conclusion

would be realized by using a three-dimensional display
and a sphere is the best choice since it can express a
smooth phase relationship. In the example of the iris,
ver_19 and gnc_20 can be separated by increasing the
learning times. New boundaries were drawn on the
spherical surface and the correct percentage of the
classification reached 100 %. By combining the one
dimensional dendrogram and the three dimensional
spherical surface SOM analysis, the correct percentage of
the classification could reach 100 % for the 2 benchmark
problems iris [7,8], and wine recognition [8].

